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Core team has to be able to answer these

questions to complete the Grant Application. 

What's 

the 

idea?

Who is 

the project

lead?

Start and

End Date?

How will 

you 

measure?

Who is

the 

grantee*?

How much

funding do

you need?

While
answering 

 these
questions, the

AWHWA
Coaching and
Data team will

provide
technical

assistance and
support.

With this information, complete and

submit Grant Application form to  

A Way Home Washington.

Who are the relevant stakeholders? Are they on

board with testing this change? If not, how will you

get support from them?

AWHWA

receives Grant

Application.

ACI HQ team and YYA consultants will review applications on a

weekly basis and approve or decline request based on the scoring

rubric and criteria.

Grant

Application

Approved

Grant

Application

Declined

If necessary, A Way Home Washington

submits contract request with grantee to

fiscal admin, TSNE.

If improvement project

does not require

contract, grantee must

submit invoice for

what the funds are to

be used for and

AWHWA processes

that payment.

Contract is signed and payment is

disbursed to grantee* in the Anchor

Community.

ACI HQ Team

provides feedback to

applicant on how to

make their

application stronger

and encourages

them to apply again.

Project Lead implements the test of change and tracks data.

Improvement project

is complete and

Project Lead submits

Project Completion

Form to AWHWA. If

there are leftover

funds, the project

lead must outline

how they will pivot.

*The grantee is the person
or agency who is receiving
and will hold the funds. It

can be the project lead or it
can be someone else.

Anchor Community Core Team


